We embrace people who dream bigger than their own backyards.
It’s no secret to anyone here that the City of Lancaster has chosen to play with the big dogs.

Not by accident, but intentionally…
And we’ve received numerous accolades for our accomplishments.

- Most Business Friendly
- World Energy Globe
- EPA’s Most Sustainable City
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By dreaming bigger, we’ve built fortuitous relationships and opportunities not only regionally, but abroad.

- BYD
- Beautiful Earth
- US Topco
- Abu Dhabi (World Energy Summit in Dubai)
- China
  - World Economic Forum
  - Huainan
  - Tianjin
  - DeCheng
  - Air China
… and back the “can do” attitude of leaders and many of our citizens.
And we’ve fervently supported the growth and advancement of educational resources offered here in the Antelope Valley.
By firing up the entrepreneurial spirit, we’ve watched local economic development flourish, in spite of this terrible economy, under which many have caved.

- More than 500,000 square feet of commercial, medical and office space under construction
- Los Angeles County Multi-Specialty Ambulatory Care Center (MACC)
- City of Hope Cancer Center
- Kaiser medical facility
- Morton Manufacturing (80,000sf, 300 jobs)
- INCOTEC (50 jobs)
By doing what others say city government shouldn’t and can’t do, we’ve established neighborhood Health and Wellness Programs…

• Helen Putnam Award
We’ve addressed many social issues…
We’ve tackled service needs in our community...

- MLK Day and Unite combined provided more than 2,000 volunteers and 6,500 hours of service.
We embrace people who dream bigger than their own backyards.
It’s no secret to anyone here that the City of Lancaster has chosen to play with the big dogs.

Not by accident, but intentionally…
We’ve done all this WITH the community – not for it or in spite of it;

We do it through teamwork with those who choose not to sit around and just let life happen.

This is why we stand out from the rest.

- More than 60 commissioners since I became Mayor.
- Architectural & Design Commission
- Criminal Justice Commission
- Planning Commission
- Tapestry Commission

We understand the significance of functional diversity, and that it is necessary for any community to truly thrive.